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Abstract

The main purpose of this study was to compare the coefficient of restitution (COR) between badminton string including
Pena-Tetra material (Pena-Tetra string) and common commercially available badminton string (YONEX BG-65 string).
In experiment, all strings were tensioned to 24 pounds and in the same Winex badminton rackets. In the testing, a steel
ball was falling from the height of 61.5cm to hit five hitting points (including the top left, top right, bottom left, bottom
right and central hitting point). VICON motion analysis system (sampling rate: 500Hz) was to calculate the bouncing
height of the steel ball. Furthermore, the bouncing height was used to compute COR. Results showed: 1. string COR of
these two strings on all hitting points weren’t different significantly. 2. YONEX BG-65 and Pena-Tetra string COR were
biggest on central and top right hitting point respectively. 3. COR difference on the same hitting point of these two strings
was biggest on the top left hitting point.
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Abstract

Martial art sports vision reaction measurement system was designed to assist martial art contestants in reaction time, foremost
response time, and accuracy in hitting the target. In this study, the software of the measurement system was designed in NI
LabView 8.0 environment. The hardware specification was developed referring to the advantage of martial art training
implement created in 2004. In order to determine the reliability of the martial art sports vision measurement system, random
sample of twenty one students from Chang Gung University were recruited, tested by the eye-hand coordination reaction time
experiment( Ludeke ＆ Ferreira,2003)..The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICCs) was conducted. Measurement works
were finished within two days and at the same period of time. Results: Martial art sports vision reaction measurement system
showed high reliability. (Dominant hand: ICC=0.9, 95%CI=0.774~0.958, P=0.000. Non-dominant hand: ICC=0.844,
95%CI=0.661~0.933, P=0.000(**P<0.01).
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